This paper presents the design and implementation of 802.11n
INTRODUCTION
Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) technology [6] is emerging as the default choice for wireless networks. The wireless industry is continuously pushing toward increasing the number of antennas per device. While 3 × 3 MIMO nodes represented the state of the art in 2009, 4 × 4 MIMO nodes were introduced on the market in 2010 [1] . Simultaneously, there is a proliferation of wireless devices with diverse form factors. These range from large devices, like desktops and laptops, to small devices, like temperature or light sensors, and a whole range of devices in between like smartphones and tablets. The physical size of these devices intrinsically limits the maximum number of antennas that they can support, and their differing capabilities and costs mean that they will naturally have different MIMO processing power. The combination of these two trends -a growth in the maximum number of antennas per device, and an increase in device diversity -means that future wireless networks will be populated by heterogeneous APs and clients supporting different numbers of antennas. For example, today a home Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SIGCOMM '11, August 15-19, 2011 user may have a 2-or 3-antenna AP but one of her neighbors may have a single-antenna AP on the same channel. Even inside a single house, users can connect their HD TV to their video server using high-end 4 × 4 MIMO 802.11n devices [1] , while continuing to use their 2-or 3-antenna wireless AP for the remaining devices in the home, while the home sensor network uses a single-antenna home controller that communicates with the sensors and actuators.
The existing design of 802.11n however uses the blueprint of traditional single-antenna networks, and as a result cannot efficiently support such heterogeneous MIMO networks. Consider for example the scenario in Fig. 1(a) where a single-antenna pair is exchanging a packet. A nearby 2 × 2 802.11n system will abstain from concurrently transmitting because it senses the medium as occupied. However, this is wasteful because a 2 × 2 MIMO pair can support two concurrent transmissions, and hence should be able to transmit a packet concurrently with the ongoing single-antenna transmission.
The objective of this paper is to develop a medium access protocol that enables as many concurrent transmissions as permitted by the MIMO transmitter with the maximum number of antennas. We would like for our design however to maintain the fully distributed random access nature of today's 802.11n. A distributed protocol will enable MIMO LANs to continue to support bursty traffic and have independent different networks share the same medium without explicit coordination.
We refer to our design as 802.11n + or simply n + . It allows nodes to contend not just for time, but also for the degrees of freedom (i.e., concurrent transmissions) enabled by multiple antennas. Specifically, like 802.11, in n + , nodes who have traffic contend for the medium using carrier sense. Unlike 802.11, however, which stops contending after a node wins the contention, in n + , nodes with more antennas than the contention winner continue to carrier sense and contend for the medium. Once a node wins this secondary contention, it can transmit concurrently with the ongoing transmission. The process continues until the number of used degrees of freedom equals the maximum number of antennas on any MIMO transmitter with traffic demands.
To realize the above design, n + has to address two main challenges:
(a) How do nodes carrier sense in the presence of ongoing transmissions? n + extends carrier sense to work in the presence of ongoing transmissions. Specifically, since nodes with multiple antennas receive the signal in a multi-dimensional space, they can project on a space orthogonal to the ongoing transmission(s). This orthogonal space does not contain any interference from the ongoing signal(s). Nodes can hence contend for concurrent transmissions in this orthogonal space as if they were contending for an idle medium. We name this technique multi-dimensional carrier sense.
(b) How can a node transmit without interfering with ongoing transmissions?
We use interference nulling [32] to zero out the signal at the receivers of the ongoing transmissions. For example, in the scenario in Fig. 1(b) , the two-antenna transmitter, tx2, nulls its signal at rx1 and hence does not interfere with the ongoing transmission. Interference nulling on its own, however, does not allow nodes to achieve all the degrees of freedom available in the system. Specifically, consider a scenario where two transmitter-receiver pairs are already occupying the medium. tx1-rx1 is a single-antenna pair, while tx2-rx2 is a two-antenna MIMO system. Say that a 3-antenna transmitter-receiver pair, tx3-rx3, wants to transmit concurrently. Then tx3 will need to zero out its signal on three antennas, the antenna on rx1 and the two antennas on rx2. Since nulling requires a node to give up one of its antennas for every receive antenna where it wants to null its signal [7] , it consumes the three antennas at tx3, leaving it no antenna to transmit to its own receiver. We will show in §2 that by using a combination of interference nulling and interference alignment, tx3 can indeed transmit concurrently with tx1 and tx2 and use all the available degrees of freedom, without interfering with the ongoing transmissions.
Our work is mostly related to recent empirical work on MIMO systems including [7, 31, 13] . n + is motivated by this work and builds on it. Past systems however require concurrent transmissions to be coordinated by a single node. Concurrent transmissions have to be pre-coded together at a single transmitter (as in beamforming [7] ) or decoded together at a single receiver (as in SAM [31] ), or the transmitters or the receivers have to be controlled over the Ethernet by a single master node (as in IAC [13] ). In contrast, n + is a fully distributed medium access protocol where nodes with any number of antennas can transmit and receive concurrent packets without a centralized coordinator.
We have built a prototype of n + using the USRP2 radio platform and evaluated it over a 10 MHz channel. Our implementation uses an OFDM PHY-layer and supports the various modulations (BPSK, 4-64 QAM) and coding options used in 802.11. It also addresses practical issues like multipath and frequency and time synchronization.
Our evaluation considers three contending pairs of nodes that differ in the number of antennas, and have a maximum of three antennas at any node. We compare the throughput that these pairs obtain in today's 802.11n network with the throughput they obtain with n + . Our findings are as follows:
• Though the maximum number of antennas in our testbed is relatively small -3 antennas -n + nearly doubles the network throughput.
• Nodes that have more antennas experience a higher throughput gain with n + . In our experiments, the average throughput gain of a 2×2 MIMO system is 1.5x and of a 3×3 MIMO system is 3.5x.
• In practice, interference nulling and alignment do not completely eliminate interference. They leave a residual error of 0.8 dB for nulling and 1.3 dB for alignment. This leads to a small average throughput reduction of 3% for single-antenna nodes. We believe this reduction is reasonable in comparison to the overall throughput gain.
Contributions:
The paper presents a primitive that enables MIMO nodes to join ongoing transmissions without interfering with them. It then builds on this primitive to deliver a random access protocol where MIMO nodes contend for both time and degrees of freedom using multi-dimensional carrier sense, without any form of centralized coordination. Finally, it implements its design and evaluates it in a wireless testbed.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Consider the network shown in Fig. 2 , where tx1 wants to communicate with rx1, and tx2 wants to communicate with rx2. How do we design a MAC protocol that allows this network to use all available degrees of freedom?
Exploiting Interference Nulling: A key challenge we need to address is: how does tx2 transmit without interfering with the ongoing reception at rx1? To do this, we leverage a MIMO technique called interference nulling, i.e., the signal transmitted by tx2 creates a null at the antenna of rx1, as shown in Fig. 2 . Say hij is the channel coefficients from the i th antenna at the transmitters to the j th antenna at the receivers. To create a null at rx1, for every symbol q transmitted, tx2 transmits q on the first antenna and αq on the second antenna. The signals from tx2's antennas combine on the medium, and rx1 receives (h21 + αh31)q. By picking α to be −
, tx2 can ensure that the signals from its two antennas cancel each other at rx1, and hence do not create any interference at rx1.
Note that this nulling at rx1 does not prevent tx2 from delivering its packet to its own receiver rx2. In particular, say tx1 is transmitting the symbol p and tx2 is transmitting the symbol q. Intuitively, since rx2 has two antennas, the received signal lives in a 2-dimensional space. In this space, the two symbols p and q lie along two different directions, as shown in the bottom graph in Fig. 2 . Thus, to decode its desired symbol, q, rx2 projects on a direction orthogonal to p, which is interference-free from the symbol, p.
The above intuition can be formalized as follows: rx2 receives the following signals on its two antennas:
Say rx2 knows the channel terms from tx1 and tx2 (which it can compute from the preamble in their packets), it can solve the above two equations for the two unknowns p and q, and obtain its desired symbol, q.
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The above discussion assumes that tx2 knows the channel from itself to rx1 so that it can compute the value of α. The naive way to do this would have tx2 and rx1 coordinate and exchange channel information before tx1 starts transmitting. Such a solution, however, requires tx1-rx1 to worry about which node pair may later join their transmission and coordinate with that pair to prevent interference. Fortunately, this is not necessary. To enable channel estimation in a distributed way, n + makes a communicating pair precede its data exchange with a light-weight handshake, operationally similar to The bottom vector graphs show the decoding space at each of the three receivers AP1, clients c2 and c3. For each 2-antenna receiver, the two unwanted packets have to be aligned.
RTS-CTS but significantly more efficient (as described in §3.5). A transmitter that wants to join the ongoing transmissions exploits the handshake messages of prior contention winners to compute the reverse channels from itself to receivers of ongoing transmissions, using channel reciprocity. Reciprocity states that electromagnetic waves travel forward and backward the same way, and hence the channel observed between any two antennas should be the same regardless of the direction [15] . Reciprocity has also been confirmed empirically in [4, 13, 14] .
2
Exploiting Interference Alignment: The above MAC protocol allows the network to achieve two degrees of freedom at any point in time, which is the maximum degrees of freedom available in this network. The design we described so far, however, does not trivially extend to more than two transmission pairs. To understand why, let us add a third communicating pair, tx3-rx3, to the above network as shown in Fig. 3 . The new pair is a 3-antenna system and hence can support three degrees of freedom. This means that tx3 should be able to transmit an additional packet to rx3, concurrent to the two transmissions of tx1-rx1 and tx2-rx2. The transmitter tx3, however, is in a more challenging position, because it should interfere with neither rx1 nor rx2. So how does tx3 achieve this goal?
Say that tx3 uses only interference nulling as in the previous case. To ensure that it does not create any interference at rx1 and rx2, tx3 needs to null its signal at three antennas, the antenna at rx1 and the two antennas at rx2. Unfortunately, nulling at three antennas will prevent tx3 from sending any data. To see why this is the case, let tx3 transmit its packet r on its three antennas, after multiplying it with α ′ , β ′ and γ ′ , respectively. Let hij be the channel coefficients between antennas i = 4, 5, 6 on tx3 and antennas j = 1, 2, 3 on rx1 and rx2 where tx3 needs to perform nulling. The signals from tx3's antennas combine on the medium, creating a different equation at each receive antenna. Nulling the signal at rx1's antenna and rx2's two antennas can be expressed as follows:
where r is tx3's symbol and hij are the channel coefficients.
The above three equations are satisfied for any value of the transmitted symbol, r, if and only if (α ′ , β ′ , γ ′ ) = (0, 0, 0). This solution, however, is clearly unacceptable because it will prevent tx3 2 Applying reciprocity in a practical system requires taking into account the additional channel imposed by the hardware, which however is constant and hence can be computed offline [4, 14, 13] . Our implementation uses the method used in [4] to calibrate the hardware. from transmitting any signal from any of its antennas to its receiver. Therefore, interference nulling alone is not sufficient to prevent tx3 from interfering with concurrent transmissions while delivering a packet to its receiver.
We will show that a combination of interference nulling and interference alignment achieves the goal. To eliminate interference at the single antenna at rx1, tx3 is still going to use interference nulling. This constraint requires tx3 to satisfy only one additional equation, Eq. 2a. To eliminate interference at the 2-antenna receiver rx2, tx3 is however going to use interference alignment. This constraint requires satisfying only one additional equation, as opposed to the two equations required for nulling at the two antennas at rx2. Specifically, tx3 can align its signal at rx2 with the interference that rx2 already sees from the first transmitter, tx1, as shown in the bottom graph (below rx2) in Fig. 3 . Then, rx2 only sees two signals, the symbol q transmitted by tx2 and the combined interference from tx1 and tx3, because the two signals from tx1 and tx3 are now aligned and look like coming from a single interferer. Specifically, the two equations received by rx2 are:
and hence aligning the interference from tx1 and tx3 requires tx3 to satisfy the following equation:
where L is any constant. If tx3 chooses the parameters α ′ , β ′ , and γ ′ to satisfy Eq. 4, Eqs. 3a and 3b can be rewritten as:
The receiver, rx2, now has two independent equations in two unknowns, (p + Lr) and q, and hence can decode its desired symbol q. (Note that rx2 cannot decode p and r separately but this is fine because it does not want these symbols.) Thus, in total, tx3 has to satisfy two equations to ensure that it does not interfere with the ongoing transmissions: the nulling equation (Eq. 2a) at rx1 and the alignment equation (Eq. 4) at rx2. Then, tx3 can use the third degree of freedom to transmit to its own receiver.
We can continue adding additional transmitter-receiver pairs as long as they have additional antennas. By nulling at the first receiver and aligning at all the remaining receivers, each additional transmitter can transmit to its own receiver while ensuring no interference to ongoing transmissions.
Generalizing to Different Numbers of Antennas at the Transmitter and Receiver: Finally, n + generalizes to scenarios where a transmitter and its receivers have different numbers of antennas. Consider, for example, the scenario in Fig. 4 where a 2-antenna access point, AP1, has a single-antenna client, c1, and a 3-antenna AP, AP2, has two 2-antenna clients, c2 and c3. Say that the singleantenna client is transmitting to its AP. In today's networks, this will prevent any other node from transmitting concurrently. However, with n + , the 3-antenna AP can transmit concurrently two packets, one to each of its clients, i.e., p2 to client c2 and p3 to client c3 as shown in Fig. 4 .
So how does the 3-antenna AP transmit these concurrent packets while protecting the ongoing reception at the 2-antenna AP? To protect the ongoing reception, the 3-antenna AP must ensure that both of its transmitted packets (p2 and p3) are received at the 2-antenna AP along a direction orthogonal to the signal of interest to that AP, i.e., the signal from c1 (called p1 in Fig. 4 ). This allows the 2-antenna AP to continue to receive its client's signal without interference, as shown in the bottom graphs (below AP1) in Fig. 4 . The 3-antenna AP also needs to ensure that its transmission to one client does not create interference at the other client. Since each of its clients has two antennas and hence receives signals in a 2-dimensional space, this goal can be achieved if the 3-antenna AP ensures that each client receives the unwanted signal aligned along the interference it already sees from the ongoing transmission of the single-antenna client, (i.e., along p1), as shown in the bottom graphs in Fig. 4 .
n + 'S DESIGN
n + is a random access protocol that enables nodes with any number of antennas to contend for both time and degrees of freedom. It also has bitrate selection built-in.
Overview
Similar to 802.11, in n + , nodes listen on the wireless medium using carrier sense. If the channel is unoccupied, the nodes contend for the medium using 802.11's contention window and random backoff [5] . The node pair that wins the contention exchanges a light-weight RTS-CTS. The RTS-CTS allows nodes interested in contending for the remaining degrees of freedom to compute the channels to the receivers who won earlier contentions, in order to perform the required alignment or nulling. The RTS-CTS also includes the number of antennas that will be used in the transmission. After the RTS-CTS, the node pair proceeds to exchange the data packet followed by the ACK.
Unlike 802.11, n + allows nodes who have more antennas than the current number of used degrees of freedom to contend for concurrent transmissions. The number of used degrees of freedom is equal to the number of ongoing transmissions, which a node can learn from prior RTS-CTS messages. As nodes contend for the unused degrees of freedom, they again use a contention window and random backoff similar to 802.11. However, while carrier sensing, nodes need to ignore the signals from past contention winners. To do so, n + leverages that multi-antenna nodes receive the signal in a multi-dimensional space and, thus, can project on a space orthogonal to ongoing transmissions from past contention winners. Due to orthogonality, this space does not contain any interference from the ongoing transmissions, and thus, allows the nodes to perform carrier sense as if there were no ongoing transmissions. The process continues until all the degrees of freedom in the network have been used.
To illustrate how this design works, let us consider again the network in Fig. 3 which has three transmitter-receiver pairs. Each of the three transmitters carrier senses the medium and contends for the channel. Depending on who wins the contention, four different scenarios are possible. Fig. 5(a) shows the scenario where the 3-antenna pair, tx3-rx3, wins the contention and ends up using all three degrees of freedom. In this case, tx3 and rx3 exchange RTS-CTS, informing other nodes that they will use three degrees of freedom in their transmission. Since the other two transmitters have fewer than three antennas, they cannot support any additional degrees of freedom, and hence stop contending until the end of this transmission.
In the second scenario shown in Fig. 5(b) , the two-antenna pair, tx2-rx2, wins the contention and uses two degrees of freedom. The first transmitter, tx1, notices that the channel is occupied and drops out of contention since it has only a single antenna. The third transmitter, tx3, on the other hand, has three antennas and therefore can deliver an additional packet. So it contends for the medium and wins the third degree of freedom. Since tx3 must not interfere with the ongoing transmission of tx2-rx2, it nulls its signal on the two antennas at rx2. This consumes two antennas at tx3, leaving it one antenna to transmit one stream to its own receiver, rx3.
The third scenario in Fig. 5 (c) occurs when tx1-rx1 wins the contention. Since only a single degree of freedom is used, both tx2 and tx3 contend for the remaining two degrees of freedom. If tx3 wins, it needs to use one of its antennas to null its signal at rx1, which leaves it two antennas to send two concurrent streams to its own receiver, rx3, as in Fig. 5 
(c).
The last scenario shown in Fig. 5 (d) occurs when the nodes win contention in the following order: tx1-rx1, tx2-rx2, tx3-rx3. It is similar to the example described in §2, where each of the pairs ends up transmitting a single packet.
Finally, a few additional points are worth noting:
• n + makes a node that joins ongoing transmissions end its transmission at about the same time as prior transmissions, which it learns from their light-weight RTS-CTS exchange. This design choice forces the medium to become idle at the end of each joint transmission, and hence prevents starving nodes that have only one antenna. Requiring all nodes to end their concurrent transmissions with the first contention winner means that nodes may need to fragment or aggregate packets. Various link layer protocols require packet fragmentation or aggregation. For example, 802.11n requires the driver to be able to aggregate multiple packets to create an aggregate frame [6] , whereas old ATM networks require packet fragmentation [17] . n + leverages these methods.
• Instead of sending the ACKs one after the other, the receivers transmit their ACKs concurrently. These concurrent transmissions are analogous to the concurrent transmissions of the data packets, and can be achieved using a combination of nulling and alignment (see §3.3).
The above provides an overview of n + . The next few sections explain how we realize this design. We first develop the details of the algorithms and the system architecture, and leave addressing the practical issues until §4.
Carrier Sense Despite Ongoing Transmissions
In n + , nodes use 802.11's carrier sense to contend for additional concurrent transmissions, even after some nodes have already won earlier contention rounds and started their transmissions. For this approach to work effectively, carrier sense should be oblivious to the ongoing transmissions. n + satisfies this constraint as follows: In n + , a node that is interested in sensing the medium first computes the channel for the ongoing transmissions (which it does using the (c) tx1-rx1 and tx3-rx3 win. tx1-rx1 transmits one stream, and tx3-rx3 transmits two streams using the remaining degrees of freedom.
(d) All links win the contention, each of them transmits one stream using one degree of freedom. Figure 5 -Medium access for the three link scenario preamble in their RTS messages). These channels define a subspace where the ongoing transmissions live. If the node projects on a space orthogonal to this subspace (using standard algebra [23] ), the node will see no signal from ongoing transmissions, and hence can perform standard 802.11 carrier sense.
We name this approach multi-dimensional carrier sense. To illustrate how it works, consider again the example in Fig. 3 , where we have three pairs of nodes: a single-antenna pair tx1-rx1, a 2-antenna pair tx2-rx2, and a 3-antenna pair tx3-rx3. Let us focus on the 3-antenna transmitter, tx3, as it senses the medium.
Say the single-antenna transmitter, tx1, wins the first round of contention and is already transmitting some signal p, hence using the first degree of freedom. Say tx3 wants to contend for the second degree of freedom. tx3 should sense the medium, but ignore the signal p from tx1. To do so, tx3 first computes the channel from tx1 to its three antennas using the preamble in tx1's RTS. We refer to these channels as h1, h2, and h3. Since tx3 has three antennas, the received signal lies in a 3-dimensional space and can be written as:
where htx1 is the channel vector [h1, h2, h3] T . Thus, for different symbols p transmitted by tx1, the received signal at tx3 changes over time, but merely moves along the one-dimensional vector htx1, shown in Fig. 6(a) . Therefore, by projecting on the 2-dimensional subspace orthogonal to this vector, (the red plane in Fig. 6(a) ), tx3 eliminates interference from tx1 and can carrier sense for the remaining degrees of freedom. Since a 2-dimensional subspace is defined by any two distinct vectors in it, tx3 can project on the subspace orthogonal to p by simply picking any two vectors in the subspace, e.g., w1 and w2, and projecting on them to get:
where · denotes the dot product operation. If tx1's signal, p, is the only ongoing transmission, then y = htx1p, and by definition of orthogonality, y ′ = 0. Thus, if tx3 performs carrier sense by sensing the signal after projection, y ′ , it sees that the second degree of freedom is still unoccupied. Now, say transmitter tx2 wins the second degree of freedom and starts transmitting its signal, q. Let h
, and h ′ 3 be the channels from tx2 to tx3. 3 The three antennas at tx3 now receive the follow- 3 For ease of expression we lump the channels from tx2's two antennas into one term, i.e., h ′ 1 = (h22 + h32α) in Eqs. 1a and 1b. ing combined signal from tx1 and tx2.
where htx2 is the channel vector for the second transmission. However, since tx3 is carrier sensing in the 2-dimensional space orthogonal to tx1's transmission, it computes:
Thus, as opposed to the scenario in which only tx1 was transmitting and tx3 saw that the second degree of freedom is unused, tx3 sees that now y ′ = 0, and hence the second degree of freedom is occupied.
Further, since the signal y ′ has no interference from tx1, and is equal to tx2's transmission, q, with a channel multiplier, tx3 can decode q using standard decoders. This allows tx3 to carrier sense not only by checking the power on the medium but also by cross correlating the preamble as in today's 802.11. tx3 can use the same process to carrier sense and contend for the third degree of freedom. The only difference is that now it has to project on a space orthogonal to both tx1's and tx2's signals, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Thus, to summarize, for any number of concurrent transmissions the signal lives in a hyper-plane of the same dimension as the number of used degrees of freedom. To sense the medium, the node projects on the space orthogonal to the ongoing signals' hyper-plane, and performs carrier sense in this space.
Transmitting with Concurrent Transmissions
In n + , nodes that want to transmit in the presence of ongoing transmissions have to ensure that they do not interfere with those who already occupy the medium. This applies to the transmission of RTS, CTS, data, and ACK packets. In all of these cases, the approach is the same and relies on a combination of interference Term Definition K number of ongoing streams/transmissions M number of antennas on a transmitter tx N number of antennas on a receiver rx m the maximum number of streams tx can transmit without interfering with the ongoing streams n the number of streams destined to rx, i.e., its wanted streams U, U ⊥ the matrices defining the space of unwanted streams at rx and its orthogonal space R, R ′ receivers of ongoing streams and receivers of tx respectively v i the pre-coding vector of stream i Table 1 -Terms used in the description of the protocol.
nulling and alignment. For ease of exposition, we will describe it for the case of data packets.
(a) Definitions: Consider a scenario where there are K concurrent streams (i.e., K transmissions) on the medium. Let tx be an M-antenna transmitter that wants to transmit in the presence of the ongoing streams. Let m be the maximum number of concurrent streams that tx can transmit without interfering with the ongoing streams. For each stream that tx transmits, si, tx sends visi, where vi is an M-element pre-coding vector and each element vij describes the scaling factor for stream si transmitted from antenna j. Thus, the signal that tx transmits can be expressed as P m 1 si vi. Let R be the set of receivers of the ongoing streams, and R ′ be the set of receivers of tx. Each receiver, rx, is interested in decoding the streams destined to itself, which we call the wanted streams. An N-antenna receiver, rx, that wants n ≤ N streams receives signals in an N-dimensional space, a subset of which is wanted and the rest is the unwanted space. We will use the matrix U to represent the unwanted space and U ⊥ to represent the space orthogonal to U. Table 1 summarizes our definitions.
(b) Protocol: The goal of our protocol is to compute the precoding vectors such that tx delivers its streams to its receivers without interfering with any of the ongoing streams. Our protocol proceeds in three steps as follows:
Step 1: Deciding whether to align or null. How does the transmitter, tx, decide whether to perform interference alignment or nulling at a particular receiver? The answer is simple. If the receiver has an unwanted space (i.e., N > n), it does not hurt to align the new interference in the unwanted space. However, if the wanted streams occupy the whole N-dimensional space in which rx receives signals, the transmitter has to null its interference at the receiver. Thus: CLAIM 3.1 (WHERE TO NULL AND WHERE TO ALIGN). To avoid interfering with the n wanted streams at an N-antenna receiver, rx, the transmitter nulls all of its streams at rx if n = N, and aligns its streams in rx's unwanted space, otherwise.
Step 2: Computing the maximum number of concurrent streams that tx can transmit. The number of concurrent streams that tx can transmit is given by the following claim: 
where HN×M is the channel matrix from tx to rx.
CLAIM 3.4 (SATISFYING THE ALIGNMENT CONSTRAINT).
A transmitter can align its signal in the unwanted space, U, of an N-antenna receiver with n wanted streams by satisfying:
The proofs of Claims 3.3 and 3.4 follow directly from the definitions of nulling and alignment. These two claims articulate the linear equations that tx's pre-coding vectors must satisfy. Eqs. 5 and 6 show that, independent of nulling or alignment, a receiver rxj ∈ R that wants nj streams results in a matrix equation of nj rows. Hence, tx's pre-coding vectors have to satisfy a total number of linear equations equal to P nj, where the sum is taken over the receivers in R. This sum is simply the total number of ongoing streams K. Further, these equations are independent because of the independence of the channel matrices, the H's. Given that tx has M antennas and its pre-coding vectors have to satisfy K independent linear equations, there are exactly M − K linearly independent such vectors. Thus, the number of different streams that tx can send is m = M − K.
Step 3: Computing the pre-coding vectors. Next, tx has to compute the pre-coding vectors. If tx has a single receiver, this task is fairly simple. tx combines the various nulling and alignment equations into one matrix equation as follows: If tx however has multiple receivers, as in Fig. 4 , it needs to ensure that a stream that it sends to one receiver does not interfere with a stream that it sends to another receiver. For example, in Fig. 4 , AP2 had to align the stream sent to each client in the unwanted space of the other client. This process however is similar to aligning at the receivers of ongoing streams expressed in claim 3.4. Specifically, say stream i is destined to receiver rx∈ R ′ . For every receiver rxj ∈ R ′ , different from rx, and whose unwanted space is U ′ j , tx needs to ensure that U ′⊥ j H ′ j vi = 0. Note that constraints for nulling or aligning at the receivers of ongoing streams are shared among all of tx's streams, whereas the constraints for nulling/aligning at tx's other receivers differ across tx's streams depending on the receiver of each stream. Combining all these constraints, tx can compute its pre-coding vectors as follows:
CLAIM 3.5 (COMPUTING THE CODING VECTORS). Let U ⊥ n×N be the space orthogonal to the unwanted space at an N-antenna receiver, rx. For a receiver where the unwanted space is null, i.e., n = N, U ⊥ becomes the identity matrix, I. An M-antenna transmitter that wants to transmit m streams to receivers in R ′ , while avoiding interference with receivers in R, has to pick its coding vectors to satisfy:
where |.| is the cardinality of the set. The proof follows directly from the discussion above. Thus, tx uses Eq. 7 to compute the pre-coding vectors. To do so, tx needs the channel matrices, H, which it obtains using reciprocity (as described in §2), and the alignment matrices, U ⊥ , which are in the receivers' CTS messages. Once tx has the pre-coding vectors, it transmits its signal P m 1 si vi, which does not interfere with the wanted streams of any receiver.
Bitrate Selection
We discuss how a transmitter picks the best bitrate in the presence of ongoing transmissions. The challenge in this case is that bitrate selection has to be done on a per-packet basis because different packets share the channel with different sets of transmitters and hence require different bitrates. This constraint is very different from the standard assumptions made by today's bitrate selection algorithms, which use historical performance to predict the best bitrate.
We use a simple example to illustrate why the optimal bitrate of a MIMO node depends on concurrent transmitters. Consider a 2-antenna receiver that is interested in decoding a signal q in the presence of a concurrent transmission p. The 2-antenna receiver receives the combined signal y in a 2-dimensional space as shown in Fig. 7 . To decode q, it uses the standard MIMO decoding algorithm called zero-forcing [32] to project the received signal y on a direction orthogonal to p. This projection removes all interference from p and yields a signal q ′ = q sin θ, where θ is the angle between the two signals p and q. The signal after projection is a scaled version of the original signal of interest and hence can be decoded using any standard decoder. The problem however is that, depending on the value of θ, the projected signal q ′ might have a large or small amplitude. A larger amplitude yields a higher SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) and hence a higher bitrate. A smaller amplitude yields a lower SNR and hence a lower bitrate.
In traditional MIMO systems where all concurrent streams/transmissions are from the same transmitter, p and q come from the same node and hence the angle between them does not change as long as the channels themselves do not change. However, when concurrent streams/transmissions are from different nodes, the angle changes from one packet to the next, as the set of concurrent transmitters changes, even if the channels themselves did not change. Thus, such a system requires a per-packet bitrate selection mechanism.
In n + , each receiver uses the light-weight RTS of a packet to estimate the effective SNR (ESNR) after projection on the space orthogonal to ongoing transmissions. ESNR is a novel SNR-related metric that was recently proposed by Halperin et al [16] . Intuitively, the ESNR is similar to the SNR in that it captures the link quality; however, it is more useful for computing the best bitrate since it takes into account the impact of frequency selectivity. Given the ESNR, the receiver then chooses a valid bitrate using a table that maps ESNR to the optimal bitrate as shown by [16] , and sends this decision back to the transmitter in the light-weight CTS message.
Note that a key characteristic of the above approach to bitrate se- lection is that a node can pick the optimal bitrate at the time it wins the contention without worrying about future contention winners. This is because transmitters that join ongoing transmissions avoid creating interference to existing receivers. This means that a singleantenna transmitter that wins the first degree of freedom observes a link quality that is unaffected by concurrent transmissions, and hence can use any standard bitrate selection algorithm to decide its best bitrate. A transmitter that wins contention in the presence of ongoing transmissions needs to pick the best bitrate given the current transmissions, but needs not worry about additional concurrent transmissions.
Light-Weight RTS-CTS
Before data exchange, n + needs the receiver to inform its sender of the best bitrate, and broadcast the alignment space to nodes that are interested in concurrent transmissions. This objective can be achieved by preceding each packet with an RTS-CTS handshake. RTS-CTS frames, however, would introduce a relatively high overhead. n + adopts a different design that achieves the goal but without sending any control frames. To do so, n + uses a recent design called the light-weight handshake, described in [20] . A light-weight handshake is based on the observation that 802.11 channel coefficients do not change for periods shorter than multiple milliseconds [32] . Hence, one can split a packet header from the packet body, and make the sender and receiver first exchange the data and ACK headers and then exchange the data and ACK bodies without additional headers. Fig. 8 compares this process with a standard data-ack exchange in 802.11.
The empirical study in [20] shows that the impact of separating a packet's header from its body is insignificant on decodability, namely the packet loss rate increases on average by 0.0005, which is negligible for a wireless network.
The overhead of a light-weight handshake is minimal. Specifically, the overhead is two SIFS intervals, as shown in Fig. 8 , and a per header checksum. In addition, each protocol may augment the standard data or ACK header with protocol-specific fields. In the case of n + , the standard data and ACK headers already contain most of the needed information. Specifically, they contain a preamble for computing the channels, the packet length which implies its duration given a bitrate, the number of antennas, and the sender and receiver MAC addresses. In addition, n + augments the ACK header with the bitrate and the alignment space. Since n + performs nulling and alignment on each OFDM subcarrier independently, a receiver needs to send the alignment space for each of the 802.11's 64 OFDM subcarriers. n + leverages that the channel coefficients change slowly with OFDM subcarriers [9] , and hence the alignment space in consecutive subcarriers is fairly similar. Thus, n + sends the alignment space U of the first OFDM subcarrier, and the alignment difference (Ui − Ui−1) for all subsequent subcarriers. Our results from a testbed of USRP2 radios in both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight locations (see Fig. 10 ) show that differential encoding can on average compress the alignment space into three OFDM symbols. Since the CRC and bitrate values fit within one OFDM symbol, the header size in n + increases by four OFDM symbols in the case of an ACK, and one OFDM symbol in the case of a data packet.
Thus, the total overhead from the light-weight handshake is 2 SIFS plus 4 OFDM symbols, which is about 4% overhead for a 1500-byte packet transmitted at 18 Mb/s. We note that these results are for USRP2 channels which have a 10 MHz width. 802.11 channels span 20 MHz and hence are likely to show more variability in the alignment space of different OFDM subcarrier. Hence, the number above should be taken as a rough estimate that indicates that the overhead is significantly smaller than the gain.
Finally, to support scenarios like the one in Fig. 4 where a single node transmits concurrently to multiple receivers, we allow a single light-weight RTS (i.e., the data header) to contain multiple receiver addresses along with the number of antennas used for each receiver. The receivers send their light-weight CTS's (i.e., their ACK headers), one after the other, in the same order they appear in the lightweight RTS.
PRACTICAL SYSTEM ISSUES
This section addresses a few practical issues.
Hidden Terminals and Decoding Errors:
The light-weight handshake mechanism used by n + has the side-effect of providing the functionality of RTS-CTS which alleviates the hidden terminal problem. Further, in n + , if a node misses or incorrectly decodes one of the RTS or CTS messages from prior contention winners or its own exchange, it does not transmit concurrently. Operationally this is similar to missing a traditional RTS or CTS.
Retransmissions: When an n
+ node transmits a packet, it keeps the packet in its queue until the packet is acked. If the packet is not acked, the next time the node wins the contention, it considers the packet for transmission. However, since the node always needs to finish with other concurrent transmissions, the packet may be fragmented differently or aggregated with other packets for the same receiver.
Multipath:
Our discussion has been focused on narrowband channels. However, the same description can be extended to work with wideband channels which exhibit multipath effects. Specifically, such channels use OFDM, which divides the bandwidth into orthogonal subcarriers and treats each of the subcarriers as if it was an independent narrowband channel. Our model naturally fits in this context. Specifically, like today's 802.11, n + treats each OFDM subcarrier as a narrowband channel and performs nulling and alignment for each OFDM subcarrier separately.
Frequency Offset: To avoid inter-carrier interference, concurrent transmitters should have the same carrier frequency offset (CFO) with respect to every receiver. Thus, n + 's senders compensate for their frequency offset in a manner similar to that used in [28, 30] . Specifically, as they decode the RTS from the transmitter that won the first degree of freedom, all concurrent transmitters naturally estimate their frequency offset with respect to the first transmitter. They compensate for that frequency offset by multiplying their digital signal samples by e j2π∆ft where ∆f is the frequency offset and t is time since the beginning of the transmission. This process synchronizes all transmitters in the frequency domain without requiring any explicit coordination.
Time Synchronization: To prevent inter-symbol interference (ISI), concurrent transmitters have to be synchronized within a cyclic prefix of an OFDM symbol [30] . To do this without any explicit coordination, n + uses the technique in [30] . In particular, any transmitter that wants to join ongoing transmissions estimates the OFDM symbol boundaries of ongoing transmissions and synchronizes its transmission with them. To deal with additional delays due to channel propagation and hardware turn-around time, both the cyclic prefix and the OFDM FFT size are scaled by the same factor. A longer cyclic prefix provides additional leeway for synchronization at the transmitters, as shown in [30] . Further, this scaling does not increase the overhead because the percentage of cyclic prefix to data samples stays constant.
Imperfections in Nulling and Alignment:
In practice, it is impossible to get perfect nulling or alignment due to hardware nonlinearities. This means that there is always some residual noise. The practical question however is: what level of residual noise is acceptable in these systems? The answer is: as long as the interference is reduced below the noise level of the hardware, the interference becomes negligible. For example, say that, in the absence of nulling or alignment, the interferer achieves a 25 dB SNR at a particular receiver. Then if nulling or alignment reduces the interference power by over 25 dB, the interference will be below the noise, and its impact is relatively negligible.
Thus, in n + we make a transmitter join an ongoing transmission only if it can reduce its interference power below the noise power. Specifically, say that interference nulling and alignment in practice can reduce the transmitter power by L dB (our empirical results show that L is about 25-27 dB). A transmitter that wants to contend for the unused degrees of freedom estimates the power of its signal at each receiver of the ongoing transmissions. The transmitter can do so because it knows the channel to these receivers and hence it knows the attenuation its signal would experience. If the resulting signal power after channel attenuation is below L dB, the transmitter contends for transmitting concurrently. On the other hand, if the signal power after channel attenuation is still higher than L, the transmitter reduces its own transmission power so that after attenuation it is less than L dB. The transmitter contends (and if it wins the contention transmits) at this lower power, which can be canceled using practical interference nulling and/or alignment.
Complexity: Components used in n
+ such as projections and estimation of the MIMO channel values are already used in current 802.11n for decoding point-to-point MIMO packets. Further, the computational requirement of computing the alignment and nulling spaces is similar to that of computing beamforming matrices in current 802.11n. Given the similarity between the components of n + and those used in today's hardware, we believe that n + can be built in hardware without significant additional complexity.
IMPLEMENTATION
We implement the design of n + using software radios. Each node in the testbed is equipped with USRP2 boards [3] and RFX2400 daughterboards, and communicates on a 10 MHz channel. Since USRP2 boards cannot support multiple daughterboards, we build a MIMO node by combining multiple USRP2's using an external clock [2] . In our evaluation, we use MIMO nodes which have up to three antennas. Further, we build on the GNURadio OFDM code base, using different 802.11 modulations (BPSK, 4QAM, 16QAM, and 64QAM) and coding rates, to implement the effective-SNR based bitrate selection algorithm.
We implement the following components of our design: carrier sense, light-weight RTS-CTS, alignment and nulling, bitrate selection, and frequency offset correction. However, due to the timing constraints imposed by GNURadio, we evaluate carrier sense independently from light-weight RTS-CTS and data transmission. Also, we do not implement ACKs. To perform nulling and alignment efficiently, concurrent transmitters have to be synchronized within a cyclic prefix. To achieve this goal, we exploit USRP2 timestamps to synchronize the transmitters despite the delays introduced by operating in software. We send a trigger signal and make the transmitters log the time of detecting the trigger, tstart. The transmitters then add a large delay, t∆, and set the timestamps of their concurrent transmissions to tstart + t∆. The value of t∆ depends on the maximum delay due to software processing, which in our testbed is 5 ms.
RESULTS
We evaluate n + in the testbed environment shown in Fig. 10 , and compare it against the existing 802.11n design.
Performance of n + 's Carrier Sense
We start by examining the effect of projection on the performance of carrier sense in the presence of ongoing transmissions. 802.11's carrier sense has two components which together allow it to detect if the medium is occupied [18] . The first component checks whether the power on the medium is above a threshold. The second component cross-correlates 10 short OFDM symbols in the preamble to detect the presence of other 802.11 transmissions. We investigate how projecting on a space orthogonal to the ongoing transmissions affects these components.
Experiment:
We focus on the example in Fig. 3 , where there are three pairs of nodes, tx1-rx1, tx2-rx2, and tx3-rx3, which have 1, 2, and 3 antennas, respectively. We make tx3 sense the medium using the projection technique described in §3.2. tx1 starts transmitting followed by tx2. The timing between tx1 and tx2 is ensured by sending a trigger, logging the USRP timestamps when the node detected the trigger, and scheduling their transmissions with respect to the timestamp of the common trigger as detailed in §5. We log the signal at tx3 and process the logs offline to measure the channels and then project tx3's received signals on the space orthogonal to tx1. We repeat the experiment for different transmission powers of tx1 and tx2 to check that carrier sense works at low powers.
Results: First, we show in Fig. 9 (a) an illustrated power profile at tx3, without and with projection. The graph on the left shows that if tx3 simply looks at the power on the medium without projecting, it might miss tx2's transmission because tx2's power is low in comparison with tx1's power. However, if tx3 projects on the space orthogonal to tx1, as in the graph on the right, it sees a relatively big jump in power when tx2 starts, and hence can more easily detect tx2's transmission.
Next, we show the result of cross correlating the preamble, without and with projection. We use the same size cross-correlation preamble as 802.11. We evaluate the system's ability to sense tx2's transmission in the presence of tx1's transmission. In this experiment, we focus on low SNR scenarios (SNR < 3 dB) because sensing becomes harder when the sensed signal from tx2 has a low SNR. Fig. 9 (b) plots the CDFs of the cross correlation values, without and with projection, both for the case of when tx2 is silent and transmitting. The figure shows that projecting on an orthogonal space (the graph on the right) provides a high distinguishability between the medium being unoccupied and occupied. This is because, with projection, the range of cross-correlation values measured when tx2 is silent is quite different from the cross-correlation values measured when tx2 is transmitting. In contrast, without projection (the graph on the left), about 18% of the cross-correlation values measured while tx2 is transmitting are not distinguishable from the case when tx2 is silent.
Performance of Nulling and Alignment
While in theory nulling and alignment can eliminate interference of unwanted transmissions, in practice, system noise and hardware nonlinearities lead to residual errors. Thus, we examine the accuracy of nulling and alignment in practice.
Experiment:
To evaluate nulling, we use the scenario in Fig. 2 , where a single-antenna pair tx1-rx1 and a 2-antenna pair tx2-rx2 transmit concurrently. The 2-antenna pair, tx2-rx2, nulls its signal at rx1 to avoid interfering with tx1's transmission. We randomly assign the four nodes, tx1, rx1, tx2, and rx2, to the marked locations in Fig. 10 , and run the experiment in three phases: First, we make the link tx1-rx1 transmit alone to measure the SNR of the wanted traffic in the absence of the unwanted traffic. Second, we make the link tx2-rx1 transmit alone to measure the SNR of the unwanted traffic at rx1 in the absence of nulling. Third, we make tx1 and tx2 transmit concurrently and have tx2 null its signal at rx1. We measure the SNR of the wanted stream at rx1 after nulling, and compare it with its SNR in the absence of the unwanted stream. We repeat the experiment with different random locations in the testbed.
To evaluate alignment, we use the scenario in Fig. 3 , i.e., we add a 3-antenna pair, tx3-rx3, to the two pairs, tx1-rx1 and tx2-rx2, used in the nulling experiment. As described in §2, the 3-antenna Fig. 3 , where tx1-rx1 is a single-antenna node pair, tx2-rx2 is a 2-antenna node pair, and tx3-rx3 is a 3-antenna node pair.
pair, tx3-rx3, aligns its signal at rx2 along with the interference from tx1's transmission. Unlike the nulling experiment, the alignment experiment focuses on rx2, where the alignment is happening. Like the nulling experiment, however, it has three phases: First, tx1 and tx2 transmit concurrently, while tx3 stays silent to allow us to measure the SNR of the wanted stream at rx2, in the absence of interference from tx3. Second, tx3 transmits to rx2 alone to measure the SNR of the unwanted traffic in the absence of alignment. Last, all three transmitters transmit concurrently, and tx3 aligns its signal with that of tx1, as described in §2. We measure the difference in the SNR of rx2's wanted stream without interference and with interference alignment. We repeat the experiment with different random assignment of nodes to locations in Fig. 10 . Fig. 11 plots the difference in the SNR of the wanted stream due to the presence of the unwanted stream, after nulling and alignment. The SNR difference is plotted as a function of the SNR of the unwanted (i.e., interfering) stream. Different bars refer to different SNRs of the wanted stream. The figure reveals four main points.
Results:
• When the power of the unwanted stream without nulling or alignment is in the range [7.5, 32.5] dB, nulling and alignment reduce the impact of interference on the wanted signal to [0. 5, 3] dB.
• The residual interference after nulling or alignment depends on the original SNR of the unwanted signal before nulling or alignment. Thus, n + takes this issue into account, and forces a node that wants to join ongoing transmissions to lower its interference power below a threshold L = 27 dB, as marked in the figure.
• Given n + 's threshold, the average interference power after nulling is 0.8 dB, and after alignment is 1.3 dB.
• Nulling has a lower residual error than alignment. This is because nulling requires estimating only the channel from the interfering transmitter to the receiver. Alignment, on the other hand, also requires estimating the unwanted subspace at the receiver. Since the latter estimation adds additional noise, alignment is less accurate than nulling.
Throughput Comparison
Next, we investigate the impact of nulling and alignment on throughput. We also compare the throughput obtained with n + to that obtained with the existing 802.11n.
Experiment: Again, we consider the scenario in Fig. 3 , which has three node pairs: tx1-rx1, tx2-rx2, and tx3-rx3, which have 1, 2, and 3 antennas respectively. Each run consists of a different assignment of nodes to locations in Fig. 10 . The choice of which nodes win the contention is done by randomly picking winners. For 802.11n, an M-antenna node that wins the contention transmits an 1500 byte packet to its receiver using M concurrent streams. Similarly, for n + , an M-antenna node that wins the first contention transmits an 1500 byte packet using M streams. Latter contention winners in n + end their transmissions at the same time as the first contention winner.
For both 802.11n and n + , the bitrate is chosen according to the Fig. 4 where the transmitter and receiver have a different number of antennas, n + provides an average network throughput improvement of 2.4x over 802.11n and 1.8x over beamforming. algorithm in [16] , which maps the effective SNR to the optimal bitrate. In n + each node picks its bitrate at the time of joining the concurrent transmission, independently of later contention outcomes. To achieve this behavior with GNURadios, the RTS-CTS messages are sent in a staggered fashion. For example, if the three pairs are each transmitting one stream, then tx1 first transmits its RTS message alone which is used by rx1 to compute its bitrate. Next, tx2 sends its RTS message in the presence of tx1's transmission, which rx2 uses to compute the bitrate for tx2. To compute the bitrate to be used by tx3, tx3 sends its RTS message in the presence of transmissions from both tx1 and tx2. Finally, tx1, tx2 and tx3 use the bitrates picked above to transmit their data packets concurrently. Fig. 12 plots the CDFs of the throughputs of each pair and the total throughput, both under n + and 802.11n. The CDFs are taken over different locations. They show:
Results:
• On average, the total network throughput doubles when the nodes use n + , as opposed to current 802.11n.
• Nodes with multiple antennas achieve significant throughput gains, and the gains increase with increased number of antennas. Specifically, the 2-antenna pair experiences an average throughput gain of 1.5x, and the 3-antenna pair experiences an average throughput gain of 3.5x.
• There are three reasons for these throughput gains. First, n + allows the nodes to transmit three streams at any point in time, providing a multiplexing gain. Second, in 802.11n, each transmitter is given an equal chance to transmit a packet. Thus, nodes that have low throughput occupy more time on the medium than nodes with high throughput. Since single-antenna nodes typically have lower throughput as compared to multi-antenna nodes, which can transmit concurrent streams, the network throughput of existing 802.11n is bottlenecked by single-antenna nodes. In contrast, in n + , since multi-antenna transmitters can join the ongoing transmission of single-antenna nodes, it does not matter that the single-antenna nodes take too much time on the medium. Third, allowing multiple nodes to transmit simultaneously provides a power gain [32] . In particular, the FCC limits the maximum transmission power of a single transmitter. Hence, 802.11n is limited by the amount of power on any single transmitter. In contrast, having multiple nodes transmit simultaneously (as in n + ) increases the total power on the medium, which increases the capacity of the system.
• The reduction in throughput at the single-antenna node is less than 3%. This number is fairly small because the residual interference after nulling is 0.8 dB (as shown above), which has a negligible impact on throughput.
• While the residual interference after alignment is slightly higher than nulling (1.3 dB), it does not translate to a throughput loss. This is because the 2-antenna receiver, where alignment occurs, gains more from concurrent transmissions than the small loss due to alignment errors.
Performance with a Different Number of Transmit and Receive Antennas
We check that n + increases the throughput even when the transmitter and receiver have a different number of antennas.
Experiment:
We repeat the throughput evaluation experiment described in the last section but consider the scenario shown in Fig. 4 where a 2-antenna access point, AP1, is receiving from a singleantenna client, c1, and a 3-antenna AP, AP2, is transmitting to two 2-antenna clients. The rest of the setup mirrors that of the previous experiment. In addition to comparing the throughput of n + with 802.11n, we also compare it with prior work on beamforming [7] which can be applied to this scenario (but does not apply to the previous one). In particular, when the 3-antenna AP wins contention, beamforming allows it to transmit three streams concurrently, two to one client and one to the other.
Result: For space limitation we plot the CDFs of n + 's throughput gains in comparison with 802.11n in Fig. 13(a) and beamforming [7] in Fig. 13(b) , i.e., the ratio of the throughput in n + to that in 802.11n and beamforming, respectively. The figures show that the total network throughput increases by 2.4x and 1.8x over 802.11n and beamforming. Further, on average, the single-antenna client experiences a negligible reduction in throughput of 3.2%, whereas the other two clients experience a throughput gain of 3.5-3.6x over 802.11n and 2.5-2.6x over beamforming. As before, the large gains over 802.11n and beamforming are due to both having more concurrent transmissions and providing multi-antenna nodes more opportunities to transmit concurrently with the single-antenna transmitter. These results show that n + extends to scenarios where the transmitter and the receiver have a different number of antennas.
RELATED WORK
In the last few years, MIMO networks have attracted much attention from both the theoretical and empirical research communities. This resulted in new powerful theories including virtual MIMO and interference alignment [8, 22, 19] and led to pioneering systems that expanded and validated the theory [13, 31, 7] . Our work builds on this foundation to provide the first random access MIMO protocol where nodes contend for both degrees of freedom and medium time and pick the best bitrate for their transmissions in a fully distributed manner without a centralized coordinator.
Our work is mostly related to recent empirical work on MIMO systems [7, 31, 13] . Past systems however require concurrent transmissions to be pre-coded together at a single transmitter (as in beamforming [7] ), decoded together at a single receiver (as in SAM [31] ), or the transmitters or the receivers have to be controlled over the Ethernet by a single master node (as in IAC [13] ). In contrast, n + does not require a centralized coordinator. Our work on carrier sense in the presence of ongoing transmissions is related to packet detection in ZigZag [12] and carrier counting in SAM [31] . These schemes detect the number of concurrent transmissions using preamble correlation. In contrast, n + projects on a space orthogonal to ongoing transmissions, which cancels out the interference. n + also builds on prior theoretical work on MIMO [29, 27] . The most relevant theoretical work to this paper is past work on multiuser MIMO, interference alignment and cognitive MIMO. Multiuser MIMO allows multiple clients to be served simultaneously by a single base station that has more antennas than any of the clients. A number of techniques, such as beamforming, dirty paper coding, linear decorrelators, and successive interference cancellation, have been proposed to achieve the capacity of both the uplink and the downlink [11, 21, 24] . More recently, work on interference alignment [8, 19, 22] has shown new capacity results for multi-user MIMO channels. Finally, theoretical work on cognitive MIMO [10, 26, 25] has advocated the use of MIMO to ensure that secondary users can coexist with the primary users, without creating interference to the primary users. These papers provide only theoretical solutions and typically target specific topologies. n + builds on this foundational work but differs from it in that it focuses on a random access protocol where nodes do not have to coordinate explicitly before they access the medium. Furthermore, n + is implemented and shown to work in actual wireless networks.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents n + , a random access protocol for heterogeneous MIMO networks. We analytically show that n + can always use as many degrees of freedom as the transmitter with the maximum number of antennas while maintaining the random access property of 802.11. We show via a prototype implementation that n + can significantly improve the network throughput. We believe that as the diversity in the size and processing power of devices increases, n + is well positioned to exploit these differences and provide a better utilization of network resources.
